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Moving Beyond

Standard Model

Extending SM
Extended Higgs-sector, SUSY,
Extra Dimension, Little Higgs, . . .

Extending MSSM (µ problem, little hierachy, fine tuning)
NMSSM, nMSSM, UMSSM, CPX...

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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To Achieve the Escape

Many Possibilities!
e.g. Seventeen distinct sectors in MSSM
G.Kane,B.Nelson,L.Wang,T.Wang hep-ph/0407001

Reduced production?
Higgs couplings suppressed with richer Higgs structure
e.g. cos2(β − α) in MSSM

Missed Routes?
Non-Standard Higgs Decay Modes
e.g. H → AA. NMSSM, MSSM with CPV

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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H → AA

In the context of NMSSM
Emphasized by J.Gunion, H.Haber, T.Moroi

hep-ph/9610337
Studied by B.Dobrescu,G.Landsberg,K.Matchev

hep-ph/0005308, hep-ph/0008192
BR(h → AA) ∼ 1 not very restrictive for c in

trilinear term
cv
2

hAA. ∼ O(1)

and Ellwanger,Gunion,Hugonie,Moretti
hep-ph/0305019, hep-ph/0401228

and R.Dermisek,J.Gunion
hep-ph/0502105

...

Ellwanger,Gunion,Hugonie,Moretti
hep-ph/0305019, hep-ph/0401228

Scenario example points (6)
(Some consistent with our param choice (3-4))
Bump at low E tail of M(jjtautau), evidence,
possible finding in LHC, need comfirmation from LC?
Look at other channels to determine the BRs

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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We have employed numerical simulations based on a version ofHERWIG v6.4 [12–14] modified
to allow for appropriate NMSSM couplings and decay rates. Calorimeter emulation was performed using
theGETJET code [15]. Since thea1 will not have been detected previously, we must assume a value
for ma1

. In dealing with actual experimental data, it will be necessary to repeat the analysis for densely
spacedma1

values and look for thema1
choice that produces the best signal. We look among the central

jets for the combination with invariant massMjj closest toma1
. In Fig. 1, we show theMjjτ+τ−

invariant mass distribution obtained after cuts, but before b-tagging or inclusion ofK factors — the plot
presented assumes that we have hit on the correctma1

choice.

LHC,
√

spp = 14 TeV

Fig. 1: We plotdσ/dMjjτ+τ− [fb/10 GeV] vsMjjτ+τ− [GeV] for signals and backgrounds after basic event selections, but

beforeb tagging. The lines corresponding to points 4 and 5 are visually indistinguishable. NoK factors are included.

The selection strategy adopted is a more refined (as regards forward / backward jet tagging) version
of that summarized in [16]. It is clearly efficient in reconstructing theh1 (for points 1–3) andh2 (for
points 4–6) masses from thejjτ+τ− system, as one can appreciate by noting the peaks appearing at
Mjjτ+τ− ≈ 100 GeV. In contrast, the heavy Higgs resonances atmh2

for points 1–3 and the rather light
resonances atmh1

for points 4–6 (recall Table 1) do not appear, the former mainly because of the very
poor production rates and the latter due to the fact that either theh1 → a1a1 decay mode is not open
(points 4, 5) or – if it is – the jets ande/µ-leptons eventually emerging from thea1 decays are too soft
to pass the acceptance cuts (point 6, for whichma1

= 7 GeV andmh1
= 51 GeV). For all six NMSSM

setups, the Higgs resonance produces a bump below the end of the low mass tail of thett̄ background
(see the insert in Fig. 1). Note how small the DYτ+τ− background is after strong forward / backward
jet tagging. Since the main surviving background is fromtt production,b tagging is not helpful. For
points 2 and 6, for which the signal has nob’s in the final state, anti-b-tagging might be useful, but has
not been considered here.

To estimateS/
√

B, we assumeL = 300 fb−1, a K factor of 1.1 for theWW fusion signal and
K factors of 1, 1 and 1.6 for the DYτ+τ−, ZZ production andtt backgrounds, respectively. (These
K factors are not included in the plot of Fig. 1.) We sum events over the region40 ≤ Mjjτ+τ− ≤

3

FIG. 2: For the NMSSM, we plot the fine-tuning measure
F vs.

√
m

t̃1
m

t̃2
for NMHDECAY-accepted scenarios with

tan β = 10 and M1,2,3(mZ) = 100, 200, 300 GeV. Points
marked by ’+’ (’×’) escape LEP exclusion primarily due to
dominance of h1 → a1a1 decays (due to mh1

> 114 GeV).

FIG. 3: For the NMSSM, we plot the fine-tuning measure F

vs. mh1
for NMHDECAY-accepted scenarios with tan β = 10

and M1,2,3(mZ) = 100, 200, 300 GeV. Point labeling as in
Fig. 2.

played in Fig. 2. We see that F as small as F ∼ 5.5 can
be achieved for √m

t̃1
m

t̃2
∼ 250÷400 GeV. In the figure,

the + points have mh1
< 114 GeV and escape LEP exclu-

sion by virtue of the dominance of h1 → a1a1 decays; as
noted earlier, LEP is less sensitive to this channel as com-
pared to the traditional h1 → bb decays. Points marked
by × have mh1

> 114 GeV and will escape LEP exclu-
sion regardless of the dominant decay mode. For most of
these latter points h1 → bb decays are dominant, even if
somewhat suppressed; h1 → a1a1 decays dominate for a
few. For both classes of points, the h1 has fairly SM-like
couplings. We also note that all points with F < 20 have
mh1

< 114 GeV and BR(h1 → a1a1) > 0.70. Finally, in
Fig. 3 we demonstrate the rapid increase of the minimum
F with mh1

. The lowest F values are only achieved for
mh1

<∼ 105 GeV. However, even for mh1
≥ 114 GeV, the

lowest F value of F ∼ 24 is far below that attainable for

mh ≥ 114 GeV in the MSSM.
A small value for Aκ(mZ) (typically of order a few

GeV) appears to be essential to achieve small F . First,
small Aκ allows small enough ma1

[28] that h1 → a1a1

decays are dominant; this makes it possible for the natu-
rally less fine-tuned values of mh1

< 114 GeV to be LEP-
allowed. Second, small F is frequently (nearly always)
achieved for mh1

< 114 GeV (mh1
≥ 114 GeV) via the

cancellation mechanism noted earlier, where C ≪ B2,
and this mechanism generally works mainly for small Aκ.
Indeed, there are many phenomenologically acceptable
parameter choices with mh1

> 114 GeV that have large
Aκ, but these all also have very large F .

For lower tanβ values such as tan β = 3, extremely
large √m

t̃1
m

t̃2
is required for mh > 114 GeV in

the MSSM, leading to extremely large F . Results in
the NMSSM for tanβ = 3 are plotted in Fig. 4 for
M1,2,3(mZ) = 100, 200, 300 GeV and scanning as in the
tan β = 10 case. We see that F ∼ 15 is achievable for√m

t̃1
m

t̃2
∼ 300 GeV. No points with mh1

> 114 GeV
were found. All the plotted points escape LEP limits
because of the dominance of the h1 → a1a1 decay. For
very large tanβ (e.g. tan β ∼ 50), it is possible to ob-
tain mh > 114 GeV with relatively small √m

t̃1
m

t̃2
in

the MSSM as well as in the NMSSM. We have not yet
studied fine-tuning at very large tanβ in either model.

FIG. 4: For the NMSSM, we plot the fine-tuning measure
F vs.

√
m

t̃1
m

t̃2
for NMHDECAY-accepted scenarios with

tan β = 3 and M1,2,3(mZ) = 100, 200, 300 GeV. Point label-
ing as in Fig. 2.

In the NMSSM context, the smallest achievable value
for F is mainly sensitive to M3(mZ). For example, for
M3(mZ) ∼ 700 GeV and tanβ = 10, the smallest F we
find is of order F ∼ 40.

We note that in [21] the mass of the SM-like Higgs
h (where h = h2 for the parameter choices they fo-
cus on) is increased beyond the LEP limit by choosing
modest tan β ∼ 2 ÷ 5 and λ values close to the 0.7 up-
per limit consistent with perturbativity up to the GUT
scale. This maximizes the additional NMSSM tree-level
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W/Z Associated Production
Diagrams by MadGraph  u~ d -> w- h  
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W/Z: Leptonic, H: (pseudo)scalar pair (MH > 2MA)

W/Z → lνl/l+l−

lepton (e, µ) signature

Higgs to scalar pair AA

A, A → bb̄, τ τ̄ respectively

h

A

A

Z

1

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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Typical Parameter Choices

MH = 80 ∼ 120GeV MA < MH/2,∼ 30GeV (flexible)

κHWW ∼ 0.7, ALMOST at full (SM) strength

B(H → aa) ∼ 0.85

B(a → bb̄) ∼ 0.92, B(a → τ τ̄) ∼ 0.08

Cross section modified from SM by:

2κ2
HWWB(H → aa)B(a → bb̄)B(a → τ τ̄)

Similar to C2
h→2b2τ defined by e.g. DELPHI hep-ex/0410017.

Consistent with C2 constraints.

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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No New Interactions Enter

SM contribution, dominantly (> 90%) from:

W (→ lν)
Z (→ l + l−)
bb (via gluon)

(W/Z almost on shell)

Diagrams by MadGraph  d u~ -> ta+ ta- b b~ e- ve~  
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Rather Independent of Higgs mass/couplings.

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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Acceptance Cuts

PT > 10GeV (b, τ, l , ν)

|y | < 3.0 (b, τ, l). for b can be relaxed

∆R > 0.4 (bb, ττ, τ l)

minv : m(bb̄), m(τ τ̄) > 20GeV . not essential

After cuts, σbackground ∼ 20× 10−3fb

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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Signal: Cross section
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Higgs Production/Detection at Tevatron
in association with a W boson [lν, l=e,µ]
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Signal: Cross section
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Higgs Production/Detection at Tevatron
in association with a Z boson [l+l-, l=e,µ]
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bb̄ Invariant Mass: Background

INT = 2.075E-05   AVG = 6.216E+01   RMS = 4.974E+01
Entries =   21159  Undersc =     0  Oversc =     5

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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bb̄ Inv Mass: Signal vs Background

INT = 2.075E-05   AVG = 6.216E+01   RMS = 4.974E+01
Entries =   21159  Undersc =     0  Oversc =     5

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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bb̄ Inv Mass: Signal vs Background

INT = 7.325E-04   AVG = 6.216E+01   RMS = 4.974E+01
Entries =   21159  Undersc =     0  Oversc =     5

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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Good Signal/Background Ratio

Readily Detectable with Sufficient Luminosity

Determination of h, A masses

Other Channels (4b, 4τ )

Other Colliders

H → AA at TeV G. Huang U. Wisconsin-Madison
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